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Today in luxury marketing:

A brand for all seasons: Manolo Blahnik tweaks delivery schedule

Manolo Blahnik is changing its approach to seasonal deliveries, with a model that dovetails with consumers'
seasonal needs and ensures they're buying sandals when it's  warm rather than snowing and fur boots for the winter,
rather than the summer sun, reports Women's Wear Daily.

Click here to read the entire article on Women's Wear Daily

Louis Vuitton London flagship closed by anti-fur protest

Louis Vuitton's Bond Street, London flagship was forced to close for a while on Saturday as anti-fur protestors
demonstrated outside with some having gained entry to the store by posing as customers, says Fashion Network.

Click here to read the entire article on Fashion Network

Time isn't on luxury watchmakers' side

If this generation can't afford one, and the next generation doesn't want one, the future looks bleak for Swiss
timepieces. Mark Gilbert explains why social and economic changes around the world are keeping horologists in
Geneva up at night, per Bloomberg.

Click here to read the entire article on Bloomberg

Tesla settles Norway lawsuit over cars' performance

Electric carmaker Tesla Motors Inc. has reached an out-of-court settlement with 126 Norwegian customers who
claimed their cars' performance did not match promises made in the firm's marketing, according to Automotive
News.
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Click here to read the entire article on Automotive News
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